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Abstract
This paper presents zpoline, a system call hook mechanism for x86-64 CPUs. zpoline employs binary rewriting and offers seven advantages: 1) low hook overhead, 2) exhaustive hooking, 3) it does not overwrite instructions that should not be modified, 4) no kernel change and no additional kernel module are needed, 5) source code of the user-space program is not required, 6) it does not rely on specially-modified standard libraries, and 7) it can be used for system call emulation. None of previous mechanisms achieve them simultaneously.

The main challenge, this work addresses, is that it is hard to replace syscall/sysenter with jmp/call for jumping to an arbitrary hook function because syscall and sysenter are two-byte instructions, and usually more bytes are required to specify an arbitrary hook function address.

zpoline resolves this issue with a novel binary rewriting strategy and special trampoline code; in a nutshell, it replaces syscall/sysenter with a two-byte callq *%rax instruction and instantiates the trampoline code at virtual address 0. We confirmed zpoline is functional on the major UNIX-like systems: Linux, FreeBSD, NetBSD, and DragonFly BSD. Our experiments show that zpoline achieves 28.1~761.0 times lower overhead compared to existing mechanisms which ensure exhaustive hooking without overwriting instructions supposed not to be modified, and Redis and a user-space network stack bonded by zpoline experience only a 5.2% performance reduction compared to the minimum overhead case while the existing mechanisms degrade 72.3~98.8% of performance.

1 Introduction
System calls are the primary interface for user-space programs to communicate with Operating System (OS) kernels. Since user-space programs almost always go through system calls to perform important actions, system call hooks can be the vantage point to trace and change their behavior. Therefore, there are many use cases, such as tracing tools [6, 19], sandboxes [18, 25], OS emulation layers [1, 8], and binary compatibility supports of new OS subsystems [22, 29, 30, 33, 36, 37].

Motivating use case. Past studies demonstrated that user-space OS subsystems [10, 13, 17, 23, 24, 27], backed by kernel-bypass frameworks [15, 34, 38], are highly performant. In principle, system call hooks enable us to transparently apply user-space OS subsystems to the legacy software artifacts through the POSIX standard (as demonstrated in § 3.3), and the transparency is an important factor for the applicability of user-space OS subsystems.

Problem and related work. However, in UNIX-like systems on x86-64 CPUs, the representative platforms for server systems, there is no perfect system call hook mechanism.

1. Existing kernel supports (e.g., ptrace (§ 3.1.1) and Syscall User Dispatch (SUD) [20] (§ 3.1.3)) and the legacy binary rewriting technique using int3 signaling (§ 3.1.2) cause unacceptable performance degradation to hook-applied user-space programs (§ 3.3).
2. Other binary rewriting mechanisms (e.g., instruction punning [7], E9Patch [9], and the technique applied in X-Containers [36]) (explained in § 2.1) and function call replacement (e.g., LD_PRELOAD (§ 3.1.4)) cannot exhaustively hook system calls. Thus, they cannot be used for systems requiring reliability.
3. Another type of binary rewriting technique (e.g., Detours [14]) overwrites instructions that are supposed not to be modified (explained in § 2.1).
4. Solutions based on specific changes to the kernel or additional kernel modules such as Dune [3], which are not merged to the mainline, substantially diminish the portability of applications relying on them.
5. Approaches requiring recompilation of the source code of a user-space program, typically seen in Unikernel [26] systems [5, 21], are unusable in many cases because users often do not have access to the source code.
6. The approach, which links application binaries with a standard library (e.g., libc) specially modified for replacing the invocations of system calls with function calls of specific OS subsystems [22, 29, 30, 33, 37], narrows down the range of choice for applicable standard
library implementations, moreover, cannot hook system calls which are invoked from the outside of standard libraries.

7. Although BSD Packet Filter (BPF) [28] and its extended version, eBPF, allow users to apply hooks to the kernel-space functions, they cannot be used for changing and emulating the behavior of system calls without modifying the kernel source code.

In summary, every existing system call hook mechanism has a significant downside. Due to the lack of an ideal system call hook mechanism, there have been no practical means of transparently applying user-space OS subsystems to existing user-space programs. Consequently, the applicability of user-space OS subsystems has been significantly limited, regardless of their great advantages.

Contributions. To solve this problem, we present a novel system call hook mechanism for x86-64 CPUs named zpoline that is free from all drawbacks mentioned above (§ 2). We demonstrate the benefits of zpoline through microbenchmarks (§ 3.2) and experiments transparently applying user-space OS subsystems to user-space programs (§ 3.3).

2 zpoline

zpoline is based on binary rewriting; it replaces syscall and sysenter, which are two-byte instructions (0x0f 0x05 and 0x0f 0x34 in opcode respectively) that trigger a system call, to jump to an arbitrary hook function address.

2.1 Challenge and Goal

The challenge of this work is that the two-byte space, originally occupied by a syscall/sysenter instruction, is too small to locate a jmp/call instruction along with an arbitrary destination address; typically, two bytes are occupied by the opcode of jmp/call and eight bytes are necessary for a 64-bit absolute address, or another possibility is one byte for a jmp/call instruction and four bytes of a 32-bit relative address. Due to this issue, existing binary rewriting techniques give up the replacement in some cases and fail to ensure exhaustive hooking [7, 9, 36], exceed the two-byte space originally occupied by syscall/sysenter to put the code bigger than two bytes while a jump to the exceeded part causes unexpected behavior [14], or take the int3 signaling approach (§ 3.1.2) that imposes a significant overhead (§ 3.2). The goal of zpoline is to be free from these drawbacks.

2.2 Design

The overview of zpoline is shown in Figure 1.

**System call and calling convention.** zpoline employs the calling convention of system calls. In UNIX-like systems on x86-64 CPUs, when a user-space program executes syscall/sysenter, the context is switched into the kernel, then, a pre-configured system call handler is invoked. To request the kernel to execute a particular system call, a user-space program sets a system call number (e.g., 0 is read, 1 is write, and 2 is open in Linux on x86-64 CPUs) to the rax register before triggering a system call, and in the kernel, the system call handler executes one of the system calls according to the value of the rax register.

**Binary rewriting.** To hook system calls, zpoline replaces syscall/sysenter with callq *%rax which is represented by two bytes 0xff 0xd0 in opcode. Since the instruction sizes of syscall/sysenter and callq *%rax are the same two bytes, the replacement does not break the neighbor instructions. What callq *%rax does is to push the current instruction pointer (the caller’s address) to the stack, and jump to the address stored in the rax register. Our insight is that, according to the calling convention, the rax register always has a system call number. Therefore, the consequence of callq *%rax is the jump to a virtual address between 0 and the maximum system call number which is more or less 500\(^1\).

**Trampoline code.** To redirect the execution to a user-defined hook function, zpoline instantiates the trampoline code at virtual address 0; in the trampoline code, the virtual address range between 0 and the maximum system call number is filled with the single-byte nop instruction (0x90), and at the next to the last nop instruction, a piece of code to jump to a particular hook function is located.

\(^1\)In Linux 5.15, the maximum system call number of the x86-64 ABI, seen in unistd_64.h, is 448.
Execution flow. After the trampoline code instantiation and binary rewriting are completed, the rewritten part (callq *%rax) will jump to one of the nops in the trampoline code while pushing the caller’s address on the stack. The execution slides down the subsequent nops; after executing the last nop, it jumps to the hook function. Here, the hook function will have the same register state as the kernel-space system call handler. The return of the hook function jumps back to the caller address that is pushed on the stack by callq *%rax.

Security notes. We note that, like other system call hook mechanisms based on binary rewriting, zpoline itself does not offer security enhancement. On the other hand, if users wish to improve the security of zpoline-applied systems, they can employ existing mechanisms; for instance, seccomp [2] can filter the execution of kernel-space system calls triggered by a zpoline-applied user-space program, and CPU supports such as Memory Protection Keys (MPK) [16] can isolate the implementation of a hook function.

2.3 Implementation

Our current prototype focuses on Linux. The core implementation of zpoline consists of trampoline code instantiation and binary rewriting. We implement these in a shared library called libzpoline.so and a special loader named zpoline_loader; we assume a user uses either\(^2\). They perform the setup procedure of zpoline (§ 2.3.1) before the main function of a user-space program starts.

2.3.1 Setup Procedure

The trampoline code setup procedure first allocates memory at virtual address 0 by using the mmap system call\(^3\). Afterward, it fills the allocated memory region with the content described in § 2.2. The binary rewriting procedure initially obtains the memory mapping information from procfs. Then, it traverses CPU instructions on the executable memory regions, and replaces syscall/sysenter with callq *%rax (§ 2.2). The memory regions for the trampoline code and the code binary of the user-space program are configured to be writable during this setup phase, and they are restored to be non-writable before the setup procedure exits. After the setup completes, the main function of the user-space program starts as usual, but, all system calls are hooked by zpoline. We note that this implementation does not change the binary files of user-space programs since binary rewriting is done on the code binary loaded onto the memory.

2.3.2 Hook Function Development

zpoline users can implement an arbitrary system call hook function as part of libzpoline.so or zpoline_loader. However, there is an issue that the hook function falls into an infinite loop when it calls a function that originally executes syscall/sysenter because the replaced code (callq *%rax) brings the execution back to the hook function. Users encounter this issue especially when they use libzpoline.so because the default dynamic linker/loader automatically associates library calls used in the hook function with the libraries whose syscall/sysenter instructions are replaced with callq *%rax.

Use of dlmopen. We avoid this issue by using dlmopen, an extended version of dlopen. dlopen loads a library file onto the memory of a user-space process. On top of this basic feature, dlmopen allows users to specify a namespace where the library is loaded, and it conducts the association in the same namespace. Thus, dlmopen enables us to avoid the automatic undesired association by loading the hook function in a new namespace. To use dlmopen, we assume a zpoline user builds the core of the hook implementation as an independent shared library. During the setup phase, libzpoline.so loads the library using dlmopen, and obtains the pointer to the core implementation of the hook function by using dlsoy. The hook function, implemented in libzpoline.so, calls it through the obtained pointer.

2.3.3 NULL Access Termination

Typically, a memory access to virtual address 0, namely the NULL pointer access, causes a page fault because of the lack of physical memory mapping at virtual address 0, and it results in the termination of the user-space program. The NULL access termination is important for stopping buggy programs. On the other hand, the use of virtual address 0 in zpoline brings about the issue that the NULL access of a user-space program does not cause a fault. To cope with this issue, zpoline employs a set of techniques.

Terminate NULL read and write. To terminate NULL read and write, zpoline configures the trampoline code to be the eXecute-Only Memory (XOM)\(^4\); a user-space program, that attempted a read/write access to XOM, will be terminated by the kernel because of a fault.

Terminate NULL execution. To trap unintentional NULL execution, zpoline collects the virtual addresses of syscall/sysenter which are replaced during the setup phase of zpoline (§ 2.3.1), and it checks, at the entry point\(^5\).

\(^2\)libzpoline.so assumes to be loaded through LD_PRELOAD and used when the application binary is dynamically linked. LD_PRELOAD allows libzpoline.so to run the setup procedure before the main function of the user-space program starts. zpoline_loader is complementary and assumes to be used when the application binary is statically linked and the LD_PRELOAD feature does not work.

\(^3\)In Linux, by default, the memory mapping to virtual address 0 is only allowed for the root user, but it can be permitted for all non-root users by setting 0 to /proc/sys/vm/mmap_min_addr (confirmed in Linux 5.15).

\(^4\)In Linux running on a CPU supporting the Memory Protection Keys (MPK)\([16]\) feature, the mprotect system call configures XOM when only PROT_EXEC is set in the access flag; if MPK is not supported by the CPU, mprotect does not configure XOM.
of the hook function, if the caller of the hook function is one of the replaced virtual addresses or not. If it is not, zpoline terminates the user-space program because it is not the jump from the replaced callq *%rax, meaning an unintentional jump to NULL. To maintain the replaced virtual addresses while achieving a low-overhead NULL execution check, we use a bitmap that covers the entire 256 TB (48-bit) virtual address range that is typical in x86-64 CPUs. This bitmap allows us to conduct the NULL execution check with a few bit operations, and this cost is evaluated in § 3.2. The bitmap occupies 32 TB of virtual address space, however, its physical memory consumption is substantially smaller because the virtual address pages, whose all bits are clear, do not need to have underlying physical memory pages.

We note that if a user prefers to avoid occupying 32 TB of virtual address for the bitmap, we can alternatively use a hash table at the cost of the higher overhead of the NULL execution check.

2.4 Limitations

Here, we discuss the limitations of zpoline.

syscall/sysenter loaded at runtime. The current prototype of zpoline cannot hook syscall/sysenter loaded or crafted after the completion of the setup (§ 2.3.1). We can resolve this issue by borrowing the idea of online binary rewriting presented in the X-Containers [36] work that traps an invocation of a system call and rewrites, on the fly, the syscall/sysenter instruction that triggered the system call.

vDSO (virtual dynamic shared object). Kernels provide user-space programs with several system calls by directly exposing the code for them through vDSO. Like other system call hook mechanisms, zpoline cannot hook vDSO-based system calls by default; however, we can enable zpoline to hook them by disabling vDSO.

Unusable virtual address 0. zpoline is not applicable if memory at virtual address 0 is unusable; for instance, the virtual address 0 is already used for other purposes, or the kernel does not allow the mapping at virtual address 0.

Other OSes. We confirmed that zpoline is functional on FreeBSD 13.0, NetBSD 9.2, and DragonFly BSD 6.0. We could not use zpoline on OpenBSD 7.0 because the minimum mappable virtual address is hard-coded as the page size. In Windows, VirtualAlloc is conceptually equivalent to mmap. On Windows 10, VirtualAlloc fails when the specified virtual address is lower than 0x10000, therefore, we could not apply zpoline. But, Windows offers a compatibility layer for Linux called Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL). We confirmed that zpoline works on WSL2 while it did not on WSL1.

3 Evaluation

This section evaluates zpoline through a comparison with existing hook mechanisms (§ 3.1). Particularly, we quantify the hook overhead of zpoline (§ 3.2) and the performance penalty experienced by application programs and user-space OS subsystems bonded by zpoline (§ 3.3).

Experiment setup. For the experiments, we use two machines; each has two 16-core Intel Xeon Gold 6326 CPUs clocked at 2.90 GHz and 128 GB of DRAM. The two machines are directly connected via Mellanox ConnectX-5 100 Gbps NICs. In the experiments in § 3.3, we use one of the two as the server machine, and the other as the client machine. Both machines run Linux 5.15.

3.1 Comparison

We compare zpoline with ptrace (§ 3.1.1), int3 signaling (§ 3.1.2), SVC (§ 3.1.3), and LD_PRELOAD (§ 3.1.4). Here, we describe the mechanisms and properties of them.

3.1.1 ptrace

UNIX(-like) OSES offer the ptrace system call that enables a tracer process to hook system calls attempted by a tracede process. Since ptrace is a kernel feature, it can hook system calls exhaustively. However, its hook overhead is enormous due to the context switch between the tracer and tracee; the tracer sleeps while the tracee is running, and the tracee sleeps during the tracer runs its hook function. Therefore, at every system call invocation, the tracer experiences a long latency that includes the wake-up time of the tracer, the execution time of the hook function, and the wake-up time of the tracee. This latency results in significant performance degradation of the user-space program running on the tracer.
3.1.2 int3 Signaling

int3 is a one-byte instruction (0xcc) that invokes a software interrupt. On Linux, the kernel handles it and raises SIGTRAP to the user-space process that executed int3. The int3 signaling technique exploits this behavior to hook system calls; it replaces syscall/sysenter with int3 and employs the signal handler for SIGTRAP as the hook function. Since int3 is one byte, it can replace an arbitrary instruction without breaking the neighbor instructions. This technique is traditionally used in debuggers to implement breakpoints. However, signal handling incurs a large overhead because it involves context manipulation by the kernel.

3.1.3 Syscall User Dispatch (SUD)

Syscall User Dispatch (SUD) [20] was added in Linux 5.11, and it offers a way to redirect system calls to arbitrary user-space code. For the SUD feature, the kernel implements a hook point at the entry point of system calls. A user-space process can activate SUD via the prctl interface. When SUD is activated, the hook point raises SIGSYS to the user-space process. This mechanism allows a user-space program to leverage the SIGSYS signal handler as the system call hook. However, similarly to the int3 signaling technique, SUD imposes a significant performance penalty on the user-space program due to the overhead of the signal handling.

3.1.4 Function Call Replacement by LD_PRELOAD

The dynamic linker/loader (ld.so) offers the LD_PRELOAD feature that allows users to specify shared objects to be loaded before the main part of a program starts, and it can be used for selectively overriding function calls implemented in other shared objects. Users can employ this mechanism to replace the system call wrapper functions, which are typically implemented in standard libraries, with arbitrary function calls. The performance penalty of LD_PRELOAD is very small because the hooks are applied through function pointer replacement. A function call hook is not a system call hook. However, precisely, the function call replacement for a system call wrapper function is not the hook for a system call; in the first place, the syscall and sysenter instructions are not directly associated with any function calls, and LD_PRELOAD cannot hook a syscall/sysenter instruction which does not have a dedicated and exported wrapper function.

The case where LD_PRELOAD fails to hook. glibc [11] is a representative example where LD_PRELOAD cannot apply system call hooks exhaustively. In many cases, glibc does not use the well-known system call wrapper functions to invoke system calls; instead, glibc directly embeds syscall/sysenter in its internal functions which are marked as invisible from the outside of glibc, and LD_PRELOAD cannot apply hooks to syscall/sysenter instructions wrapped by such internal function calls.

### Table 1: The overhead for hooking a system call.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Time [ns]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ptrace</td>
<td>31201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int3 signaling</td>
<td>1342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUD</td>
<td>1156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zpoline</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zpoline (no NULL execution check (§ 2.3.3))</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD_PRELOAD</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Potential but impractical approach. Although it is possible for users to apply hooks using LD_PRELOAD by entirely replacing library calls that contain syscall/sysenter instructions, this approach does not scale because users must give up the use of the original library call implementations; in other words, they need to reimplement the equivalent functionalities by themselves, however, it is not realistic to re-implement large part of glibc. Moreover, this reimplementation approach cannot be applied if, unlike glibc, the source code of a shared library file is not available.

Limitation of LD_PRELOAD. In short, LD_PRELOAD cannot exhaustively hook system calls, thus, is not an appropriate option to apply user-space OS subsystems to existing user-space programs; for instance, a file descriptor, which is opened by a user-space OS subsystem, will be passed to a kernel-space OS subsystem if a system call is not properly hooked, and it leads to unexpected behavior of the system.

Similarity to binary rewriting techniques. We note that, in our experiments, the cases of other binary rewriting techniques [7, 9, 14, 36] are represented by the LD_PRELOAD case because they share the same characteristics: their performance overhead is very small, however, as described in § 2.1, they cannot hook system calls exhaustively.

3.2 System Call Hook Overhead

We quantify the system call hook overhead by measuring the time to hook getpid, one of the simplest system calls. Our primary interest here is the hook overhead itself; to avoid the overhead of the kernel-crossing system call, we use a hook function that returns a dummy value without actually executing the getpid system call. Table 1 shows the results. First, the overhead of LD_PRELOAD is negligible as expected (§ 3.1.4). The overhead of zpoline is 6.8 times higher than LD_PRELOAD, and this is primarily due to the nops in the trampoline code (§ 2.2). The cost of the NULL execution check (§ 2.3.3) is 1 ns out of 41 ns. zpoline is 761.0, 32.7, and 28.1 times lighter than ptrace, int3 signaling, and SUD respectively. The major overheads of int3 signaling (§ 3.1.2) and SUD (§ 3.1.3) derive from the signal handling for SIGTRAP and SIGSYS. ptrace exhibits the biggest overhead due to the cost of scheduling between the tracer and tracee processes (§ 3.1.1).
Figure 2: The overhead to hook a system call depending on the number of nops at the beginning of the trampoline code.

Figure 3: Performance of applications running on lwIP and DPDK with different system call hook mechanisms. For reference, the throughput of the Linux kernel TCP/IP stack is shown by the non-dotted horizontal line.

nop overhead. In zpoline, nops in the trampoline code increase the hook overhead. The number of nops depends on the number of system calls implemented by the kernel (§ 2.2). To see how the overhead grows, we run the same getpid test above while changing the number of nop instructions in the trampoline code. Figure 2 shows that the overhead linearly increases according to the number of nops. However, in the first place, the kernel development communities are very wary to add system calls. Therefore, we believe the nop overhead of zpoline will not increase drastically in the future. Moreover, although 3.5 K nops are located, the overhead of zpoline is still 113.4, 4.8, and 4.2 times lower than that of ptrace, int3 signaling, and SUD respectively.

3.3 User-space OS Subsystem Performance

This section evaluates how zpoline affects the performance of application programs backed by user-space OS subsystems; we employ zpoline and the existing hook mechanisms described in § 3.1 to transparently apply a portable TCP/IP stack, lwIP [10], backed by Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [15], to a simple HTTP server and Redis [35]. Normally, kernel-bypassing lwIP achieves higher networking performance than the kernel TCP/IP stack of Linux [4, 32]; for reference, we run the same benchmarks using the kernel TCP/IP stack of Linux and report its performance by non-dotted horizontal lines in Figure 3. We note that the simple HTTP server and Redis are chosen for the experiments because LD_PRELOAD could apply hooks to them, and as explained in § 3.1.4, LD_PRELOAD can fail to hook system calls in other systems.

Simple HTTP server. Commonly, a server program triggers network-relevant system calls more frequently when its application logic gets lighter because it can serve a lot of requests in a short time. To stress the hook mechanisms with lightweight application logic, we made a simple HTTP server that replies a static 64-byte content; we run it on the server machine. As the benchmark client, we run wrk [12] on the client machine; it sends requests through 32 persistent concurrent connections. The results are shown in Figure 3 (left). First, the LD_PRELOAD result represents the minimum overhead case (§ 3.2), and it demonstrates the potential of lwIP on DPDK, which is 5.2 times faster than the Linux kernel TCP/IP stack whose throughput is shown by the non-dotted horizontal line in Figure 3 (left). Comparison with the LD_PRELOAD case sheds light on the overhead of each hook mechanism. The percentages of performance reduction in ptrace, int3 signaling, and SUD compared to LD_PRELOAD are 98.9%, 85.3%, and 83.0% respectively. Contrarily, zpoline causes only 12.7% of performance reduction. These results are explained by the hook overheads shown in Table 1.

Redis. We evaluate how a real-world application performs on zpoline. For benchmarking, we use Redis [35], a widely used key-value store; we run a Redis server process on the server machine. As the benchmark client, we use redis-benchmark, which is distributed as part of the Redis source, on the client machine; we run the GET 100% workload so that the Redis server will spend most of its time on networking operations rather than disk operations. Requests are sent over 32 persistent concurrent connections. Figure 3 (right) shows a similar trend to the simple HTTP server experiment, and the overall results reflect the overheads shown in Table 1. Compared to LD_PRELOAD, the throughput results of ptrace, int3 signaling, and SUD are 98.8%, 75.0%, and 72.3% lower respectively. In contrast, zpoline imposes only 5.2% of throughput reduction.

4 Conclusion

This paper has presented zpoline, a system call hook mechanism for x86-64 CPUs, that can exhaustively hook system calls at a low overhead without overwriting instructions that are supposed not to be modified. zpoline is a practical means of transparently applying user-space OS subsystems to existing user-space programs and contributes to the applicability of user-space OS subsystems.
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